
TO:  HONORABLE CHAIRMAN AND PLANNING COMMISSION 
 
FROM:  WARREN FRACE, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR 
 
SUBJECT: PD 05-012 AMENDMENT (BRUSH & CLAYTON) 
 
DATE:  JULY 28, 2015 
 
Needs: For the Planning Commission to consider applications filed by Kevin Brush 

and Frank Clayton, to amend PD 05-012 amending the development 
standards for Lots 1-48 of Tract 2594. (APNs: 025-371- 001 thru 048) 

 
Facts: 1. Tract 2594 is located on Combine Street, which is located at the east end 

for Tractor Street (See Vicinity Map, Attachment 1). 
 
 2. The site has a zoning designation of C3 (Commercial-Light Industrial). 
 
 3. Tract 2594, along with PD 05-012, was approved by the Planning 

Commission in June 2005 creating the 48 lot light industrial subdivision 
(Combine Lots). PD 05-012 anticipated that each of the lots would be 
developed with a building and associated parking lot. Resolution 05-0052 
is attached (Attachment 2), the Architectural Site Plan, is attached as 
Exhibit A of Res. 05-0052). 

 
 4. PD 05-012 established architectural and development standards for the 

lots. The exhibits adopted with the PD 05-012 included the use of stucco, 
tile, and arches (see Architectural Elevations, Exhibit B1-B5 of Res. 05-
0052). 

 
 5. The applications to amend PD 05-012 requests that the Planning 

Commission consider amending Resolution 05-0052, by changing the 
conditions/exhibits as follows (See Nick Gilman Letter, Attachment 3): 

 
No. 7: reduce the front and street side setbacks from 10-feet to 6-

feet; 
 
No. 8:  allow building square footages less than those provided for on 

Exhibit A, Architectural Site Plan, and acknowledge the 
ability to have outdoor display on individual lots as long as 
the display is associated with an established building and as 
long as the use is permitted in the zoning district; 

 
No. 9:  amend the condition to allow for other materials besides 

stucco walls, tile roofs, and utilize the City’s Industrial 
Guidelines as a guide for building design and architecture. 
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 6. On July 13, 2015 the DRC reviewed the PD Amendment request and was 
supportive of the proposed amendment that would allow flexibility in the 
established architectural standards for the Combine lots and rely on the 
City’s Commercial and Industrial Guidelines as the framework for design 
and materials of the buildings (See Industrial Guidelines, attached as 
Exhibit A to the Draft Resolution Amending PD 05-012, Attachment 7). 
The DRC was also supportive of the proposed setback reductions and 
building square foot reductions for lots 8-12. 

 
 7. This application is categorically exempt from environmental review per 

Section 15303/15332 (new construction, infill) of the State’s Guidelines to 
Implement CEQA. 

 
Analysis  
and  
Conclusion: The architectural exhibits that were provided by the subdivider at the time of 

the creation of the Combine Lots were a vision of the type of buildings 
proposed to be built on the lots at that time. No buildings have been built on 
the Combine Lots, except for the CNG facility on Lot 14, which was approved 
by the Planning Commission in 2013 as a result of an amendment of PD 05-
012. There have been various plans presented to the DRC over the years, but 
none of them resembled the approved plans. Now that lots seem to be selling 
and there is more interest in building new buildings, there is more interest in 
taking the steps necessary to allow more flexibility in architectural design and 
materials.  

 
 Brush/Bohner Projects: 
 
 Nick Gilman has provided conceptual plans for Kevin Brush, who is a 

concrete contractor, and Kevin Bohner, who has a concrete pumping 
business, that would like to construct buildings on the Combine lots. (See 
Attachments 4 and 5). The Kevin Brush’s plan proposes metal siding and 
roofing, with agrarian style architecture. Kevin Bohner’s building would have 
stucco walls with a metal roof and could also be considered agrarian. These 
types of buildings would seem to fit in with the Wallace Industrial area. It is 
necessary to amend condition No. 9 in order to allow for buildings with the 
design and materials as proposed, since they are not consistent with the 
approved plans. 

 
  Frank Clayton Project: 

 
Frank Clayton, along with his daughter Pam Wilken, own Central Coast 
Trailers and is currently located on Paso Robles Street. They would like to 
construct a new building and display area for the business on Lots 8-10 of the 
Combine Lots. The proposed building is also agrarian in style, with metal 
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siding and roof materials. The building is proposed to be 4,800 square feet and 
would be located Lot 8. Lots 9 & 10 would be used for the display of the new 
trailers for sale (see Attachment 6). 
 
With the original subdivision, condition No. 8 was included to insure that 
Lots 8-12 have larger buildings since they were the larger lots along Highway 
46 East. The concern was that if there were no parameters established that 
unsightly uses, such as general outdoor storage adjacent to the highway might 
be approved which would not result in an attractive entrance to the City. 
While it would seem that a vehicle sales business would be a good use for the 
lots along the highway and would be similar to other vehicles sales businesses 
in the area, the current PD requirements would require that the building be 
approximately 7,500 square feet. It would be necessary to amend Condition 
No. 8 to allow for buildings less that the square footages indicated on the 
original architectural site plan. 
 

 Setbacks: 
 
 Nick Gilman is requesting that the front and street side setbacks be reduced 

from 10-feet to 6-feet. As a result of the small lot sizes, especially corner lots, 
the reduced setbacks would help provide additional lot area for the building 
and parking. It was noted in the DRC meeting that when taking in 
consideration the 5-foot parkway strip, and a 6-foot setback, there would be 
ability to have 11-feet of landscaping between the street and the building. See 
Attachment 7, Setback Exhibit. 

 
 Industrial Guidelines: 
 
 Condition No. 4 of Resolution 05-0052 requires that developers proposing 

new buildings on the lots submit for DRC review of a Site Plan application. If 
the amendment is approved removing the original architectural requirements 
then it is suggested that the Industrial Guidelines, be utilized as the guidelines 
for building design and architecture for new buildings within the Combine 
Lots.  

 
 Driveways: 
 
 Many of the Combine Lots were designed to share driveways for lot access. 

Easements were not recorded with the Tract Map that would provide for joint 
access of the driveway areas. As mentioned in his letter, Nick Gilman 
suggested that a condition of approval be added that requires easements to be 
recorded for the joint access between the parcels. A condition of approval has 
been added to the attached PD Amendment Resolution that requires 
easements to be recorded. 
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Conclusion: 

 
 It seems reasonable to amend the established requirements to allow flexibility 

for architectural design and materials for buildings within the Combine Lots 
and using the Industrial Guidelines as a tool for design. The conceptual 
designs provided by the applicants would appear to be good examples of the 
types of building that could be approved for the Combine Lots. 

   
The request for reduced setbacks will need to be discussed by the Planning 
Commission. Generally, commercial and industrial zoned properties have 
setbacks smaller than 10-feet, and many have zero setbacks. It would seem 
that the proposed 6-foot setback, along with the 5-foot landscape parkway 
would provide for a sufficient landscape separation between the street and 
buildings. 
 
Regarding the Clayton request to amend Condition No. 8 allowing for a 
reduced building size on Lots 8-12, since new vehicle sales is a permitted use 
in the C3 zoning district, it would seem reasonable to allow such a use on the 
lots 8-12. Through the development review process and review at the DRC 
level, site planning, architecture, landscaping and fencing can be reviewed to 
insure that the project provides a good presentation along the Highway 46 
frontage. 
 
With the popularity of the Combine Lots increasing with new lot sales, 
amending the existing PD to allow for flexibility will allow for a more 
streamlined process at the DRC level for lot development. Using the 
Industrial Guidelines, which are already established, is also beneficial to the 
development review process. 

 
Policy 
Reference: CEQA, The City of Paso Robles Zoning Code 
 
Fiscal 
Impact:  None identified at this time. 
 
Options: After consideration of any public testimony, the Planning Commission should 

consider the following options: 
 

a). 1. Adopt the attached resolution approving the amendment to 
PD 05-012, amending Conditions 7, 8, 9, and including the 
Industrial Guidelines as an, subject to standard and site 
specific conditions of approval; 

 
b). Amend, modify or reject the above noted options. 
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Attachments: 
1.  Vicinity Map 
2.  Res. 05-0052 
3.  Nick Gilman Letter 
4.  Kevin Brush Site Plan – Elevations 
5.  Kevin Bohner Site Plan – Elevations 
6.  Frank Clayton Site Plan – Elevations 
7.  Setback Exhibit 
8.  Draft Resolution Amending PD 05-0052 (with attached Industrial Guidelines) 
9.  Newspaper notice and mail affidavits     
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RESOLUTION NO: _____ 
 

A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION 
OF THE CITY OF EL PASO DE ROBLES 
TO APPROVE PD 05-012 AMENDMENT 

(Brush - Clayton) 
APN:  025-437-015, 016 & 017 

 
WHEREAS, Tract 2594, along with PD 05-012, was approved by the Planning Commission in June 2005 
creating the 48 lot light industrial subdivision (Combine Lots); and  
 
WHEREAS, Resolution 05-0052 was adopted approving PD 05-012, which listed the conditions of 
approval for the project including conditions and exhibits establishing the development standards for the 
lots; and 
 
WHEREAS, Kevin Brush along with Frank Clayton have filed applications requesting to amend PD 05-
012, to allow for flexibility in the development standards for lots within Tract 2954 (Combine Lots); and   
 
WHEREAS, Tract 2594 is located on Combine Street which is located North of Highway 46 East, East of 
Golden Road, at the east end of Tractor Street; and 
 
WHEREAS, Kevin Brush is proposing to construct on Lots 22 and 23, and Frank Clayton is proposing a 
project on lots 8-10; however the development standards would be a benefit to the development of all 
lots within Tract 2954, therefore all lots are included with this PD amendment; and 
 
WHEREAS, the proposed PD amendment changes the conditions/exhibits as follows: 
 

No. 7: reduce the front and street side setbacks from 10-feet to 6-feet; 
 
No. 8:  allow building square footages less than those provided for on Exhibit A, Architectural 

Site Plan, and acknowledge the ability to have outdoor display on individual lots as long 
as the display is associated with an established building and as long as the use is 
permitted in the zoning district; 

 
No. 9:  amend the condition to allow for other materials besides stucco walls, tile roofs, and 

utilize the City’s Industrial Guidelines as a guide for building design and architecture. 
  
WHEREAS, a public hearing was conducted by the Planning Commission on July 28, 2015, to consider 
the facts as presented in the staff report prepared for this project, and to accept public testimony 
regarding this PD amendment request; and 
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WHEREAS, based upon facts and analysis presented in the staff report and the attachments thereto, the 
public testimony received, and subject to the Conditions of Approval listed below, the Planning 
Commission makes the following findings: 
 

1. The project is consistent with the adopted codes, policies, standards and plans of the City; 
and 

 
2. The proposed development plan amendment will not be detrimental to the health, safety, 

morals, comfort, convenience and general welfare of the residents and or businesses in the 
surrounding area, or be injurious or detrimental to property and improvements in the 
neighborhood or to the general welfare of the City, since the proposed amendments related 
to building architecture and setbacks and will not be detrimental to residents, the 
neighborhood or general welfare of the City; and 

 
3. The proposed development plan amendment accommodates the aesthetic quality of the City 

as a whole, especially where development will be visible from the gateways to the City, 
scenic corridors; and the public right-of-way, because with the use of the Industrial 
Guidelines and through the development review process, aesthetic quality of development 
would be reviewed; and 

 
4. The proposed development plan amendment is compatible with, and is not detrimental to, 

surrounding land uses and improvements, provides an appropriate visual appearance, and 
contributes to the mitigation of any environmental and social impacts, because the proposed 
amendments would require that projects be reviewed for consistency with the Industrial 
Guidelines and the development review process; and 

 
5. The proposed development plan amendment is compatible with existing scenic and 

environmental resources such as hillsides, oak trees, vistas, etc., since the proposed 
amendment would address architecture and design of buildings, including the lots visible 
from Highway 46, any current requirements for oak tree protection is still required, no other 
environmental resources would be impacted; and 

 
6. The proposed development plan contributes to the orderly development of the City as a 

whole, by providing a development review process that will provide for a variety of 
buildings types for commercial and light-industrial users; and 

 
7. The proposed development plan amendment as conditioned would meet the intent of the 

General Plan and Zoning Ordinance by providing the opportunity for the development of 
commercial and light-industrial buildings, which are types of uses anticipated in the 
Commercial Service (CS) / Commercial/Light-Industrial (C3) designated areas of the City. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Planning Commission of the City of El Paso de Robles 
does hereby approve PD 05-012 Amendment and shall supersede Resolution 05-0052, subject to the 
following conditions: 
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STANDARD CONDITIONS: 
 
1. The Project shall comply with all Conditions of Approval and Exhibits contained in this Resolution 

and the associated Resolutions for the above-referenced Tract 2594. In the event that either the 
tract or development plan is not approved, the approval of one plan does not automatically grant 
approval of the other. 

 
PLANNING SITE SPECIFIC CONDITIONS: 
 
NOTE:  In the event of conflict or duplication between standard and site-specific conditions, the site-
specific condition shall supersede the standard condition. 
 
2. The Project shall be constructed in substantial conformance with the Conditions of Approval 

established by this Resolution and it shall be constructed in substantial conformance with the 
following Exhibits: 

 
EXHIBIT DESCRIPTION 

 
   A  Architectural Site Plan 
   B1-B5  Architectural Elevations 
   C-1, C-2 Highway 46 Landscape Plan  
   D  Interior Landscape Plan 

E Color and Materials Board (Colors and materials to be determined through Site 
Plan review process) 

  F  Industrial Design Guidelines 
 
3. This Development Plan for PD 05-012, together with the application for Tentative Tract Map 

2594, allows for the subdivision and development of a 48-lot Commercial/Light-Industrial for 
speculative development subject to standard and sight specific conditions of approval. 
 

4. Prior to issuance of a Building Permit for each individual site, the applicant shall apply for a Major 
Site Plan Review where the following information will need to be provided for review and approval 
by the Development Review Committee. The Site Plan submittal shall include but not be limited to 
the following items:  

 
a. Site Plan (see application guide for requirements for a site plan) 
b. Architectural elevations 
c. Landscaping Plan 
d. Grading and Drainage Plan 
e. Color and Materials Board 
f. Fencing Plans 
g. Exterior Light Cut-Sheets 
 

5. Prior to or in conjunction with the recording of Tract 2594, a constructive notice shall be recorded 
against each parcel notifying future property owners that Planned Development 05-012 has been 
approved for the development which establishes architectural, landscape and site development 
standards. (Note: Tract 2594 has been recorded). 
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6. Prior to or in conjunction with the recording of Tract 2594, a constructive notice shall be recorded 
against each parcel notifying future property owners that approved uses for each building will be 
based on adequate parking numbers as required by the Zoning Code at that time. There are many 
uses allowed in the C3 Zone; only uses that match the provided parking will be allowed. (Note: 
Tract 2594 has been recorded). 

 
7. A minimum 10-foot landscape setback shall be required for buildings fronting on the street. A 

minimum 10-foot landscape setback shall be required for buildings that side on to a street. Setbacks 
for buildings, parking lots, and fencing shall be required as follows: 

 
 Front Street Side  
Buildings    

- Arch. features 6 feet 6 feet  
- No Arch. features 10 feet 10 feet  

Parking Lot 6 feet 6 feet  
Fences Building face or 

beyond 
10 feet  

 
8. The lot sizes and building square footages for the Lots 8-12 are intended to be larger to provide more 

massing along Highway 46 East, therefore future development of these lots shall substantially 
comply with Exhibit A, Architectural Site Plan, however, subject to the approval of a Site Plan 
review by the Development Review Committee, reduced building square footages can be approved, 
with a DRC finding that the project has been designed to provide aesthetic qualities for the building 
and site along the Highway 46 frontage. Signage along Highway 46 shall be limited to building wall 
mounted signs. If a free standing monument sign is proposed, it shall be no taller than 6-feet in 
height and 32 square feet in size. Please note that if a monument sign is utilized at the back of the lot 
for view from Highway 46, a second monument cannot be provided on the front of the site oriented 
toward Combine Street. 

 
9. With the proposed development on each site, the architecture and site development shall be 

substantially compliant with Exhibits A-E F attached. The architecture of the buildings will need to 
be constructed of stucco walls and tile roofs and have four-sided architectural detailing as shown in 
the Exhibits.  
 

10. Fencing for each lot shall comply with the following: 
a. No fencing shall be installed within the 30-foot landscape easement; 
b. Fencing along the street or along the 30-foot landscape easement (parallel along the northern 

side) shall be constructed to higher standards than chain link. Materials such as tubular steel, 
masonry, wrought iron and other quality materials as approved by the DRC; 

c. Interior fencing can be chain link with slats; 
 

11. Any outdoor storage shall be as an accessory to the on-site business and shall comply with the 
screening standards described in Section 21.21.110. Outdoor storage areas shall not back up to or 
be visible from Highway 46 East or any public street. Outdoor storage includes the storage of 
equipment and vehicles. 

 
12. The development of Lots 10 and 14 shall be designed to stay out of the Critical Root Zone of the 

oak trees.  
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13. The following landscape areas shall be included in the City’s Landscape and Lighting District: 
 a. 30 foot landscape area adjacent to Highway 46 East; 
 c. Open Space Easement on Lot 14;. 
 d. Parkway Landscaping. 
 
14. The applicant shall mitigate their impact on the Highway 101-46 East intersection by depositing 

Development Impact Fees, at the time of building permits.  The Development Impact Fee program 
will include the interim Highway 101-46 East project referenced in Caltrans letter dated 2-10-05. 

 
15. Prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy of a building, owners of all lots sharing a 30-foot 

wide driveway shall prepare a recordable joint access easement in favor of the adjoining parcel. Such 
easement shall be 15-feet wide and 45-feet long into the parcel. Such document shall be in a form 
approved by the City Engineer. 

 
 

PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS 28th day of July, 2015 by the following Roll Call Vote: 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
ABSENT:  
 
ABSTAIN:  
 
 
      _________________________________________ 
      Vince Vanderlip, Chairman 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________________ 
Warren Frace, Planning Commission Secretary 
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